**FUSION 750 SERIES MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM**

- **MSUD750** With Built In UNI-Dock
- **MSAV750** With Built In DVD Player

**UNI-Dock Version**
- Holds smart devices while keeping them charged. Includes 3 connector cables - Apple 30 Pin, Apple Lightning & Micro USB. Fits the iPhone 6 & Galaxy S5!

**DVD Player Version**
- Fully integrated DVD playback. Includes a standard definition HDMI connection. ARC Audio Return Channel functionality (HDMI 1.4 Cable required)
- Multi Zone Technology - 4 separate audio zones
- 2 amplified zones, 4 Line out zones and 4 Subwoofer line outs
- MS-AM702 Class D zone amplifier is recommended for 3 or 4 zone operation
- Adjust each zone from the entertainment system, or add MS-NRX200i wired remote for localized control
- FUSION-Link Wired Control via NMEA 2000 & Ethernet
- FUSION-Link Wireless Control via Bluetooth & WiFi
- Pandora Radio Support with thumbs up & thumbs down functionability
- SiriusXM Ready (Requires SiriusXM Connect tuner)
- 360° IPX5 water resistant
- Built in 2 ohm stable 280W Class D amplifier with side fin cooling
- 70W x 4 power output, 4V pre-outs
- Intuitive Apple & MTP audio control
- Optically bonded color LCD
- Dual AUX inputs
- USB inputs (Dual on MSUD750, Single on MSAV750)

**FUSION 650 SERIES MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM**

- **MSUD650** With Built In UNI-Dock
- **MSAV650** With Built In DVD Player

**MSUD650**
- Multi Zone Technology - 3 separate audio zones
- 2 amplified zones, 3 Line out zones and 3 Subwoofer line outs
- MS-AM702 Class D zone amplifier is recommended for 3 zone operation
- Adjust each zone from the entertainment system, or add MS-NRX200i wired remote for localized control
- FUSION-Link Wired Control via NMEA 2000 & Ethernet
- FUSION-Link Wireless Control via WiFi & Bluetooth
- Pandora Radio Support with thumbs up & thumbs down functionability
- SiriusXM Ready (Requires SiriusXM Connect Tuner)
- 360° IPX5 water resistant
- Built in 2 ohm stable 280W Class D amplifier with side fin cooling
- 70W x 4 power output, 4V pre-outs
- Intuitive Apple & MTP audio control
- Optically bonded color LCD
- Dual AUX inputs
- USB inputs (Dual on MSUD650, Single on MSAV650)

**FUSION 205 SERIES MARINE STEREO**

- **MSRA70N** Marine Stereo
  - Multi Zone Technology - 2 separate amplified audio zones
  - NMEA 2000 Certified - Compatible with multi-function displays
  - FUSION-Link Wired Control via NMEA 2000
  - Bluetooth built-in w/A2DP audio streaming
  - Front panel is IPX7 water resistant
  - (1) Rear mount USB w/1A charging
  - (1) RCA AUX Input
  - 50W x 4 power output, Left/Right/Sub pre-outs
  - Optically bonded daylight viewable LCD

**WIRED REMOTE AND NMEA 2000 REPEATER**

- **MSN RX300**
  - Control entertainment features and access NMEA 2000 network data across up to 4 zones
  - Multi-line 2.6” daylight viewable LCD
  - IPX7 waterproof
  - Bonded glass screen
  - Compatible with all FUSION-Link MFD’s

**CAB000541** NMEA2000 2 Meter Power Cable

**CAB000581** NMEA2000 T-Connector

---
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MSRA205MSBB300R Black Box Entertainment System
• Includes (1) MSNRX200I wired remote
• Panel mount USB & 3.5mm Auxiliary cables
• Multi Zone Technology - 3 separate audio zones
• MS-AM702 Class D zone amplifier is recommended for 3 zone operation
• FUSION-Link Wired Control via NMEA 2000
• Bluetooth AVRCP/A2DP Audio Streaming
• SiriusXM Ready (Requires SiriusXM Connect Tuner)
• 50W x 4 power output, 4V pre-outs
• Intuitive Apple & MTP audio control

FUSION BLACK BOX MARINE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM

FUSION 50 SERIES MARINE STEREO

MSRA50 Marine Stereo w/2ch speaker output
MSRA55 Marine Stereo w/Bluetooth & 4ch output
MSRA50:
• Bluetooth audio streaming ready - requires MSBT100
• 40W x 2 maximum power output
MSRA55:
• Built-in Bluetooth audio streaming
• 45W x 4 maximum power output
Both feature:
• 360° IPX5 water resistant
• AM/FM tuner
• Large 2.3” daylight viewable LCD
• 3 Volt 2 Channel Pre-out
• Shallow flush mount depth only 2-1/8”

FUSION 205 SERIES MARINE STEREO

MSRA205 Marine Stereo Kit w/MSUNIDOCK & MSBT100
• Multi Zone Technology - 2 separate audio zones
• 2 amplified zones, Line out and Subwoofer out
• NMEA 2000 Certified
• FUSION-Link Wired Control via NMEA 2000
• Bluetooth Audio Streaming Ready - Requires MSBT200 or MSBT100
• VHF Receiver with channel scan and user presets
• SiriusXM Ready (Requires SiriusXM Connect Tuner)
• Front panel is IPX5 water resistant
• 50W x 4 power output, 4V pre-outs
• Apple iOS & MTP Android/Windows Media playback
• Large 2.6” daylight viewable LCD
• Can be expanded with optional MS-UNIDOCK

UNIVERSAL MEDIA DOCK

MSUNIDOCK
• Engineered to securely house the world’s most popular smart devices, while keeping them charged and ready.
• Includes 2M extension cable and 3 adapter cables (Apple 30 Pin, Apple Lightning and Micro USB).
• Front panel is IPX5 water resistant
• Fits iPhone 6 & Galaxy S5! Houses up to: 137mm x 71mm x 13mm
• Compatible with MSUD750, MSAV750, MSUD650, MSAV650, MSBB300, MSRA205, MSAV700, MSAV700i, MSIP700i.

Gimble Mount For MSRA50
• Allows the MSRA50 to be installed easily, anywhere on your vessel

MSRA200MP DIN Adapter Plate For MSRA205 or MSRA50
• Allows the MSRA205 or MSRA50 to be installed in DIN sized locations.
FUSION SIGNATURE SERIES SPEAKERS

- SGF65W 6.5” 2-Way - Classic White
- SGFL65SPW 6.5” 2-Way - Sport White w/LEDs
- SGFL65SPC 6.5” 2-Way - Sport Grey/Chrome w/LEDs
- SGF77W 7.7” 2-Way - Classic White
- SGFL77SPW 7.7” 2-Way - Sport White w/LEDs
- SGFL77SPC 7.7” 2-Way - Sport Grey/Chrome w/LEDs
- SGS10W 10” Subwoofer - Classic White
- SGSL10SPW 10” Subwoofer - Sport White w/LEDs
- SGSL10SPC 10” Subwoofer - Sport Grey/Chrome w/LEDs

• German CURV Cone technology (Coaxials)
• Carbon fibre composite cone & silk dome tweeter (Coaxials)
• Fully sealed crossover components (Coaxials)
• Fiberglass-paper composite cone (Subwoofer)
• Large diameter voice coil
• Dual color (blue or white) diffused LED lighting on Sport series
• True marine design and protection
• IP65 water resistant design

FUSION SIGNATURE SERIES COMPONENTS

- MSBX3020 2-Way Cabin Speakers
• Compact wide range speaker with internal crossover network
• Waterproof paper cone and fabric dome tweeters
- MSAB206 Active Amplified Subwoofer
• 6" dual voice coil down firing subwoofer w/6" passive radiator
• 4ch Class D amplifier with 2ch amplified output for use w/MSBX3020
• Full installation kit included

FUSION MARINE SPEAKERS

- MSFR6021 6” 2-Way - Includes White & Black Grilles
- MSFR7021 7” 2-Way - Includes White & Black Grilles
- MSSW10 10” Subwoofer - Includes White Grille

• German CURV Cone technology (Coaxials)
• Titanium dome tweeter (Coaxials)
• Fully sealed crossover components (Coaxials)
• True marine design and protection
• IP65 water resistant design

- MSFR6520 6.5” 2-Way
• Polypropylene cone
• Mylar tweeter
• Water resistant construction
- MSEL602 6” Low Profile 2-Way
• Polypropylene cone & PEI tweeter
• Water resistant construction
• Shallow mount design

FUSION BOX SPEAKERS

- MOSO420 4” 2-Way Box Speakers
• 4” 2-Way Full Range Speakers
• Max Power: 100 Watts
• Adjustable wall bracket included
FUSION MARINE AMPLIFIERS

MSSG51600  5ch 1600w Max
80W x 4 + 250W x 1 @ 4 Ohm • 130W x 4 + 330W x 1 @ 2 Ohm

- Stainless Steel finish & discrete install panel
- Conformal coated circuit boards
- Class D Technology for low current draw and high power output
- 2 Ohm stereo stable
- 5 Way circuitry protection
- FLFC low frequency control

MSAM504  4ch 500w Max
65w x 4 RMS @ 4 Ohm • 100w x 4 RMS @ 2 Ohm

- 2 Ohm Stable MOSFET Amplifier Design
- Variable 18dB Bass Boost and 18dB High Pass / Low Pass Crossover
- 4 Gauge Power and Ground Connections
- Nickel Plated Audio Input and Output RCA Connections
- Conformal Coated Circuitry
- Marine Grade Chassis w/stainless steel end and bottom plate

FUSION CLASS D ZONE AMPLIFIER

MSAM702  2ch 140w Max
26W x 2 @ 4 Ohm • 43W x 2 @ 2 Ohm

- Compact marine amplifier - perfect for multi zone audio
- Class D technology for low current draw & efficient output
- Engineered for 2 ohm stereo stable operation
- Water resistant IPX5 sealed chassis & Conformal coated circuit board
- Only 4-3/4” x 2-15/16” x 1-15/16”

BLUETOOTH MODULES & HI-LOW CONVERTER

MSBT100

- Enable Bluetooth streaming up to 10 meters
- MSBT100: Connects to the RCA AUX input
- MSBT200: Connects to SAT radio input

MSBT200

HL02

- Converts high level speaker inputs to low level RCA outputs.

FUSION STEREOACTIVE WATERSPORT STEREO

0100197110  Red StereoActive Stereo  WS-S150R
0100197111  White StereoActive Stereo  WS-S150W
0100197112  Blue StereoActive Stereo  WS-S150B

- Engineered for the ruggedness of life on the water
- IPX7 water resistant rating (1 meter, 30 minutes), floating design
- Tuned to deliver crystal clear music
- Bluetooth A2DP Audio Streaming
- AM/FM Radio tuner with 2 dedicated presets
- Weatherband radio
- Internal waterproof USB
- 12 Unique voice prompts, in 6 languages
- Class D 40 watt amplifier
- Dual 2.5" custom designed long excursion speakers w/passive radiator
- Intuitive app solutions for smartphone and smartwatch owners
- Includes FUSION PUCK mount with screw, adhesive pad, and puck
- Includes protective cover for use when StereoActive is not attached
- Dual interchangeable lithium ion cells provide up to 20 hours of use
- 110/220VAC wall charger - charges within 3 hours
- Polycarbonate chassis with TPE overmold
- Dimensions: 9.3” x 5.5” x 3.2”

FUSION ACTIVESAFE WATERSPORT COMPARTMENT

0101251900  Red ActiveSafe  WS-DK150R
0101251901  White ActiveSafe  WS-DK150W
0101251902  Blue ActiveSafe  WS-DK150B

- Engineered for the ruggedness of life on the water
- IPX7 water resistant rating (1 meter, 30 minutes), floating design
- Engineered to fit onto FUSION PUCK mounting solution
- Works with the StereoActive watersport stereo
- Perfect for phones and car keys
- Polycarbonate chassis with TPE overmold
- Dimensions: 9.3” x 5.5” x 3.2”